
Did the space  integrate into society?and vica versa  Did the society integrate into space?  

QUESTIONS AIM OF THE DEVELOPMENTto create spaces, which are organically integrated into society,  reflecting the interests of  individuals  and the  community at the same time

PublicSpace Bat-Yam Biennale

Nominal Group Technique
Delphi method Discussion andContent Analysis (blogs, forums etc.) Text mining

Mental and Mind mapping

New qualitative methods in urban research 
Trace analysingBehaviour mapping

Inventory mappingTrace reading
Web 2.0surface
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LandscapeArchitecture

Modern History

Impact factors in planning 
everyday lifehistory and traditionslocal municipalitiesstate regulations 

Identifying the influence and the layering of historical roles and functions which are organically linked to the space.
Accurate real estate regulations and planning strategies motivate people.. It is important to create spaces which are appreciated by the local community. Wellfunctioning spaces legitimized by their users are important political tools.   Human-centered development equals political power! 

Identifying the daily functions of  space (“perceived space“) and the way locals think about it (“conceived space“). Implication of  , which is increasingly emphasized in the„situational space“  performative turn.

i The importance of  thesefactors varies in every city!
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Process of  planning We need to change our approach to urban planning on the level of  methodology and on the level of  planning hierarchyi

Emotional factors in urban planning 
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C o onclusi ns
The alienation of city life: Urban dwellers are often detached from the space they experience every day, as they do not feel that it belongs to them.They are strangers in their own city! Therefor creating a planning methodology where individuals are both directly and indirectly involved in the process of  the regeneration of  their environment is crucial. 

Emphasizing the importance of   internet: The internet and more specifically community sites such as  and represent a new, useful tool in planning suitable, loveable spaces. Simply by creating an event (for example: „Revitalization ideas for the Bat Yam Quay Beach”) and such as uploading photos and videos we can easily draw attention to our project. We facilitate that locals and outsiders express their perceptions related to a certain planning idea. 

Facebook Twitter 
using visual tools The main point is to draw attention and develop emotional reactions, attachment to urban space. The only way to achieve this goal is to inspire and involve citizens in order to make them feel that they are taking part in the planning process and the possibility is given to create something new in the city which belongs to them.

The square is empty! Where are the people? We finished the development but the community is missing. We need to change... 
Problem

Apply these features if...
 
... the square does not achieve its function,... the previous development was unsuccessful,... try to increase the effectiveness of the research 
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The successful public space
street lifeevening trafficvolunteeringsocial connectionsnumber of peopletraffic datapublic transportpedestrians

parkinglocal businessesland usageproperty valuerentretail functionsenvironmental conditionsconstruction conditionshealthcare
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How can we...How can we...
How can we...How can we...How can we...How can we...

How can we...
How can we... a ...tackle the challenge of  the cohabitation of  different groups by implementing emotional factors in urban planning?b ...create spaces, which are suitable for very different needs?

The key is to understand each other´s motivations and expectations so various groups can live together in harmony.

WE NEED TO...... the habitants!... them in theprocess of planning!knowinvolve       
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